The leaders of Taylor University are oppressed with the tragic wrong against the young people of today, in that they are exposed to such a general educational influence, miscalled "modern" but very ancient in fact, which is destructive of Christian convictions, character, experience, life and usefulness. The exact opposite of all this is the fundamental characteristic of Taylor. The President, Dr. Robert Lee Stuart, an evangelical conservative in his personal faith, stands stoutly and emphatically loyal to all the fundamentals of the Christian Faith, a most successful evangelistic pastor for a quarter of a century, a lover and masterful leader of young people, and a commanding College evangelist as well as executive. A supporting Faculty includes as head of the Department of Bible and Theology a man long and widely known for his consistent opposition to destructive criticism, now falsely masquerading under the name of "Modernism", and his uncompromising loyalty to "the Faith once for all delivered to the Saints".

At Taylor the whole Bible is taught as the infallible Word of God: not as the record of man's progressive thought concerning God, but as God's progressive revelation of His own thought and will to man; a Divinely inspired record confirmed by every fact of archeology, history and science which has any bearing on any point of the Holy Scriptures.

The subject of this Bible is Redemption, inspired by the love of God the Father, grounded in the atoning sacrifice of God the Eternal Son, and made effective to the human soul by God the Eternal Holy Spirit. Apart from these three Eternal Persons, there is, and apparently can be, no infinite and Eternal Being whom we call God.

Taylor insists upon the highest scholastic standards, together with supreme devotion to the irreducible Bible, the irreducible Christ, the irreducible Gospel, the irreducible salvation of the entirely sanctified, holy and righteous life, illustrated in the Church of Pentecost, and the fact of the actual, physical, visible and sudden return of our Lord on the clouds of heaven in like manner as He was seen on Olivet going into heaven.

We recognize no obligation whatever to reduce Christianity to the point where it will be acceptable to infidels or to those who seem to delight in writing interrogation points after the Book of God or the Christ of the Book.

TAYLOR'S FACULTY MAKING A FINE SHOWING THIS SUMMER

Taylor University is favored with a progressive faculty. These noble men and women are endeavoring to give the young people, who register in Taylor University, as efficient service as can be found anywhere. They are not seeking their own ease and comfort during these summer months, but their loyalty to the University and their positive and keen interests in their students are evidenced by the fact that nine members of the faculty are registered in various graduate schools of the country and are pursuing work toward advanced degrees. Three expect to complete the requirements for the degree of Master of Arts and will receive their degrees at the close of the summer sessions.

Professor Lula Cline obtained permission from the Graduate Committee of Cornell University to do work by extension this summer, and she is working on her degree of Doctor of Philosophy.

Professor A. H. Cornwell is registered in the Graduate School of the University of Wisconsin, where he expects to receive the degree of Master of Arts in August.

Miss Irma Dare is again attending summer school at Columbia University doing advanced work in Home Economics. She expects to receive her degree of Master of Arts at the close of the summer session.

Professor Olive May Draper is registered for the fourth summer in the University of Iowa where she is pursuing work toward her Doctor's degree. She received her Master's degree from the University of Michigan.

Professor George Fenstermacher has been pursuing work in the University of Chicago for the past five summers. His thesis has been accepted and he expects to have the degree of Master of
Arts conferred upon him this August.

Doctor John H. Furbay, Professor of Biology, is to be congratulated upon his attainments. Yale University conferred upon him the degree of Doctor of Philosophy at their commencement in June.

Professor Mary Jones is continuing her studies in the Graduate School of the University of Michigan. This is her fourth summer in the graduate study of the ancient languages.

Professor Barton Rees Pogue, head of the department of Speech, is registered for the summer session in the University of Michigan. He is pursuing work toward the degree of Master of Arts in Speech.

Miss Ivel Guiler, our Librarian, is enrolled for advanced courses in her field in the Graduate School at the University of Michigan. Miss Elizabeth Meloy of the School of Music is at her home in Evanston, Illinois. She is attending the Graduate School of Northwestern University.

**TAYLOR'S LARGEST GRADUATING CLASS**

The graduating class this year consisted of:

- 52 Bachelor of Arts
- 1 Bachelor of Science
- 2 Bachelor of Science in Education
- 1 Bachelor of Music Education
- 3 Master of Arts in Theology

In addition there were:

- 3 Diplomas in Speech
- 1 Diploma in Bible Institute Course
- 3 Doctors of Divinity
- 1 Doctor of Humane Letters

The degrees of Doctor of Divinity were awarded to LeRoy W. Kemper, Kokomo, Indiana, prominent member of the North Indiana Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church; Ward Long, Stockton, California, a Presbyterian minister, and one of the outstanding men of the west coast; Oliver E. Williams, Erie, Pennsylvania, a prominent evangelist of the United Brethren Church.

The degree of Doctor of Humane Letters was awarded to Miss Margaret Mary McDonald, of Forest Hills, New York, a woman of marked intellectual achievements, having done her work in Arts and Law, with graduate study in the University of Paris, a world traveller and a woman with widespread philanthropic interests.

**HOW BISHOP WARNE STIRRED OUR HEARTS ON HIS RECENT VISIT TO TAYLOR**

A word from him that we all appreciate

My dear Dr. Stuart:

This is to tell you and the many friends and students of Taylor University that I am home safely and found all well. I was given such good care, that although it is strictly against my doctor's orders that I should speak more than once a day, yet I feel that the trip and speaking have done me no harm, and I greatly enjoyed the experience and the making of so many new friends, and to have my interest rekindled in the work and future of the Institution. I feel like quoting from the Hymn, "God will take care of you". I believe this with all my heart and will have you and your interests in a new way on my prayer list. Love to all and a great conclusion to the work of the year is my prayer.

Very admiringly yours,

Francis W. Warne

**A PERSONAL WORD FROM BISHOP OLDHAM TO DR. STUART**

You have already taken the hearts of the student body by storm, and you will succeed similarly with the patrons of the school and other friends you will find to back you in your most difficult undertaking. I am exceedingly sorry to drop out of the helping ranks from sheer physical inability to continue. I will pray much for the welfare of yourself and the school. I am

Very sincerely,

W. F. Oldham

**A SPLENDID WORD FROM ONE OF TAYLOR'S LOYAL FRIENDS**

The past Commencement was the twenty-fifth consecutive Commencement that I have attended at Taylor University, coming first as a visitor, then a student, and later a teacher.

I feel that the exercises of Commencement week were the best in interest and spirituality of any that I can recall, I would speak especially of the service of prayer held by the president for the Legal Hundred, faculty and visitors early Tuesday morning. I believe that the miraculous sacrificial gifts that were unsolicited and unexpected were due to the fact that we met with God in that early hour and put ourselves in His guidance.

"For the eyes of the Lord run to and fro throughout the whole earth, to show himself strong in behalf of them whose heart is perfect toward him."

Sadie L. Miller

**A CHEERING MESSAGE TO TAYLOR'S FRIENDS**

"What a Wonderful Commencement" was the expression of so many visitors. The spirit was so cheerful, so uplifting. It seemed to be a new day for Taylor University. The Alumni Association caught the spirit and pledged $100,000 endowment. Bravo, Alumni! When the Alumni gets busy for its Alma Mater that college is sure to be a great success. The new Administration has inspired hope in the hearts of every one.

The new outlook is most encouraging. There is a general rallying to the standard of President Robert Lee Stuart. His method of facing every
fact and condition with an honest approval appeals to every business man.

This great spiritual center that has been such a blessing to so many students in the past bids fair to be even better prepared to take the young people from Christian homes and fulfill all the desires of consecrated parents for their children. This does not mean, of course, that Taylor University is no longer in need of money. She must have money. The need is very urgent. You cannot put money any place where it will do more for the uplift of humanity. Pray over this and then write President Robert Lee Stuart. Do it today.

M. Vayhinger

WHY 500 STUDENTS AT TAYLOR?

Because we have the buildings to house that many students.

Because we have a splendidly trained faculty for that task.

Because young people need a place like Taylor to get their training. Here Christian faith is strengthened.

Because the increased attendance would give us a greater income and thus help us to meet our financial needs.

Send for "A Camera Visit to Taylor" and catalog and you will see what Taylor is doing.

BRUCE B. CORBIN BECOMES PROMOTION AND EXTENSION DIRECTOR FOR TAYLOR UNIVERSITY

Mr. Corbin is highly commended by many friends for this task. Dr. Hernandez who is an alumnus of Taylor speaks in the highest terms of him. He is commended by Bishops Keeney and Waldorf and by Dr. Eli Pittman of Elmira, N. Y. Friends of Taylor everywhere will co-operate with him in his new task.

A WORLDWIDE GROUP OF INTERCESSORS FOR TAYLOR UNIVERSITY IS BEING FORMED

Will you join and pray definitely for Taylor every day? It encourages President, Faculty and Field men to know that you are praying for us. Write and tell us that Taylor will be prayed for every day by you.

SIXTY NEW STUDENTS THIS SUMMER HAVE MADE APPLICATION FOR ENTRANCE TO TAYLOR WHEN SCHOOL OPENS SEPTEMBER 16. SEND IN YOUR APPLICATION AT ONCE. ENROLLMENT LIMITED TO 500 SELECTED STUDENTS.

WHY NOT SPEND A YEAR OF POST GRADUATE WORK IN TAYLOR UNIVERSITY?
YOU CAN GET WORK IN THEOLOGY, BIBLE, AND RELIGIOUS EDUCATION. Write for description of this course.

MANY CHURCHES REPRESENTED AT TAYLOR BOTH IN FACULTY AND STUDENT BODY

STUDENTS FROM 26 STATES PRESENT LAST YEAR. Why do they come to Taylor? Because of the splendid college training in the midst of a blessed Christian atmosphere. Taylor is like one big family.

ANNUITY GIFTS

Every gift received will be backed at all times by an ample amount in trust to secure the faithful performance and the payment of all sums as they become due on the annuity bond.

Dr. Robert Lee Stuart, Pres., Dr. B. W. Ayres and The Citizen's Trust Company of Fort Wayne, Ind., constitute the TRUST COMMITTEE for the Legal Hundred of Taylor University for the handling of ANNUITY FUNDS.

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF TAYLOR UNIVERSITY has directed this MANAGING COMMITTEE: That not only shall the actual value of the property so held as security be at all times equal to or in excess of the reserves required by law for similar contracts, but that all the resources of the University and The Legal Hundred shall also form a general security for all of the annuities received by Taylor University.

The Citizen's Trust Company of Ft. Wayne, Indiana will be the depository for these annuity funds.

The above arrangements make your annuity gifts to Taylor University secure. You will have the income sure and know that your money will go on doing good through the years to come.

Write the President's office for annuity application blanks.

INVEST IN TAYLOR UNIVERSITY ANNUITY BONDS

The College that Cares for The Soul
Taylor University
ROBERT LEE STUART, PRESIDENT

AIMS
1. To render service to youth in securing at low cost basic preparation for life-work.
2. To develop, through superior instruction, fine intellectual strength.
3. To foster, under sane, spiritual guidance, the highest type of Christian character.

CLAIMS
1. 80 years of service.
2. Up-to-date equipment; new buildings; campus of surpassing beauty.
3. A strong and devoted faculty.
4. Special schools of music and speech ranking among the best.
5. A student body, earnest in purpose and excellent in fibre.
6. An atmosphere of fine faith and real Christianity.

Write for information concerning your course to
THE PRESIDENT, UPLAND, INDIANA